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Enabling Innovative Social Ventures
Case Study of  NWT Wellness Properties
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This paper looks at the next big frontier that India needs to innovate in order to deliver inclusive growth to

meet UN’s 2030 sustainable development goals (SDGs). Hitherto, most growth has been focussed on the

seven big metros, 300+ cities, and 5,000+ towns where 30% of the Indian population lives. The balance

70% resides in the 640,000+ villages in the vast Indian hinterland. Our urban-focussed growth model has

been tested during the boom times when the cities’ urban infrastructure, environmental health and quality

of life were unable to keep up with the uncontrolled growth.

In recent years when the economy started to slip below the 5 to 7% growth rate, the cities were unable to

deliver the promise of mega economic centres. More recently, the Corona pandemic has shown that the

urban centres are most vulnerable and suffered the longest shutdown just to survive. Therefore, it is

evident that growth has to be inclusive and widespread so that population does not have to migrate to cities

– this means that India’s domestic growth in the hinterland has to playout enticing locals to stay in their

communities and trigger reverse-migration to smaller communities that offer better quality of life by

ramping up basic infrastructure and social services.

Social business that started as NGOs have now matured with millennials and frustrated city folk looking for

more rewarding work by setting up ‘new-age’ social ventures that are crowd-funded and supported by

international investors. There is huge potential to scale up these businesses and improve the quality of

underserved markets – their capacity to contribute to the economy is being increasingly recognized. This

paper sees social businesses as a viable alternative that will trend in the coming years - it also identifies

gaps that firms like ours could fill to create a vibrant ecosystem.

The outlook of the global economy has never been so fraught with uncertainties – as shown in the figure

below, there have been frequent disruptions and corrections since the 2008 meltdown and the global

economy has yet to fully recover from it.
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On top of all this, the world economy is going through an unprecedented global shutdown due to

the Corona pandemic which may take a few months to wind down before normal activities can

resume. Sectors such as airlines, automobiles, entertainment, tourism, hospitality, automobile, etc.,

are suffering untold losses and some may wind up filing for bankruptcy.

As cities and nations emerge from the lockdown, and businesses, industries, services, institutes, and

other sectors start getting on with the new normal, most communities, especially the weaker ones,

may find themselves having to rebuild. Corporates, Philanthropic and Cooperative societies have

pledged significant monies to various causes. Governments in most nations have announced a slew

of stimulus packages to disadvantaged communities and key sectors to tide over this situation.

India, which had initially dodged the pandemic well compared to other nations, has done so at the

cost of nationwide lockdown of more than 50 days. The months of April and May 2020 will go

down as lost months with many labourers and migrant workers having to seek assistance from

government and voluntary organizations. Aid and monies have poured into the PM Relief Fund

and other social welfare programs in India. However, with the opening of the economy in June,

infections are on the rise restricting travel and winding down the global supply chains.

Other parts of the world face a similar situation and social businesses are scaling up in response.

In fact, proactive corporations have used government’s programmes and their own CSRs to extend

their outreach to price sensitive customers. The current situation furthers this concept as shown in

the figure below.
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India is a good candidate for scaling social ventures and professionalizing its 300,000+ NGOs.

With a population of 1.37 billion having 24% of population below the poverty line, India ranks 130

on HDI and causes more than 20% gap on worldwide performance on 10+ SDGs. We see the new

age social ventures that are able to articulate environmental and social drivers within the

development context by partnering with local NGOs/government as being able to deliver scaled

growth models in deeper areas such as protecting locals water sheds, conserving biodiversity, etc.,

in addition to the usual sanitation, education, gender equality, etc., typology of social projects.
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Livelihood & Insurance

• Rural Self-Employment, Grameen Rozgar (2001)

• Employment for Labourers, MGNREGA (2005)

• Job Portal, National Career Services (2015)

• Grants to BPL Farmers, PM-Kisan (2019)

• Insurance – Health, Swasthya Bima (2008)

• Insurance – Accident/Life, Suraksha Bima (2015), etc

• Girl Child Prosperity, Sukanya Samridhi (2015)

• Loans for Micro-Enterprise, Mudra Bank (2019)

• Skilling Rural Poor, Deen Dayal Kaushalya (2015)

• Entrepreneurship Loans for SC/ST Women (2016)

• Generic Medicines, Jana Aushadi Kendra (2015)

• Integrated Healthcare, Ayushman Arogya (2018), etc

Inclusion, Banking, Skilling & Healthcare

• Rural Housing, Grameen Awas (2015)

• Urban Housing, PM Awas (2015)

• Ration Cards for BPL, Antyodaya (2000)

• LPG Connections for BPL, Ujjwala (2016)

• Penstion Plan, Atal Yojana (2015)

• Pension for Traders, Leghu Vyapari (2019), etc

Housing, Food & Pension

• Cleanliness & Sanitation, Swachh Bharat (2014)

• Make in India, 100% FDI in 25 Sectors (2014)

• Digital India, eBasta, etc (2015)

• Smart Cities Mission (2015)

• Civic Amenities in Cities, Amrut (2015)

• Clean Ganges, Namami Gange (2014), etc

Strategic Partnerships

Alignment – In CY 2015, 

new programs with 

PPP/CSR, greater transfer 

of funds to states, & direct 

account transfer to 

beneficiaries

Sustainability – on-line 

access, sustainability focus, 

and greater spending on 

smart cities, river clean-up, 

climate resilience, etc

Livelihood Support

Housing, Food & Pension

Inclusion, Banking, Skilling & Healthcare

Strategic Partnerships

India spends 7.7% of its GDP on social programs vis-à-vis 25% of GDP budgeted in OECD. To

meet the minimum SDG indicators, India is projected to spend over USD 600 billion in the next

10 years. This represents a significant opportunity for social businesses. The government has

revamped the delivery model of many of its programs to involve the private sector and social

businesses. Since India has been running several social programs through central and state

ministries for over 70 years, it has the mechanisms in place to deliver social benefits. As shown in

below, many programs are widely implemented and have become mainstream.

*currently, there are 66 programs costing INR 2.7 lakhs crore. In addition states have their own social programs.
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Perceptions & 
Baggage

• Most NGOs are small, opaque & Lack scale

• Trust deficit, fraud, & Political activist mindset

Social Stock 
Exchange - SSE

• SEBI to setup SSE with INR 350 CR from Govt

• Brings capital markets closer to social welfare

Disruptions & 
Fund Shortage

• 20,000 NGOs closed for funding violations

• Reliance on grants – no equity/debt finance

Regulation of 
NGOs & Trusts

• Most states require registrations & disclosures

• SSE requirements will weed out irregularities

Lack Specialized 
Skills in TA/PgM

• Specific expertise in E&S topics is low

• Program & portfolio mgmt. skills are low

Social Enterprises 
& Job Creation

• Vibrant NGOs & social businesses in Interiors

• Women in leadership & minority employment

Feasibility & 
Reporting Gap

• Analyses of SRol, Payback & NPV lacking

• SRol projections and evaluations not followed

Huge Market & 
Deep Innovation

• USD 600 billion market across various sectors

• Low-cost delivery & new business models

Training & 
Capacity Building

• Training in impact measurement & PgM

• Finance, HR, and IT/Data o be strengthened

Enables Expertise 
in TA/Pgm, IT, etc

• Opens new avenues for professionals/experts

• Our Social businesses could thrive abroad

Alignment & 
Viability

• Sync up with State/Central Programs/Offices

• 3 lakh NGOs to consolidate for Scale/Viability

ESG Funds in 
Domestic Market

• SDG & Sustainability attract ESG Funds

• Scaling in domestic market to solve problems

Lows HighsCurrent Social Landscape

The leading environmental and social institutes in India have the expertise and skills on Social

Accountability, Social Return on Investments (SROI), Ranking, Portfolio Management, etc., but it

is more in the academic domain. As shown in the figure below, there are ‘lows & highs’ on the

current social landscape in India. Therefore, the newer social businesses register themselves as

Private Limited Companies with social entrepreneurship as their business model, as opposed to

NGOs which have run into various registration, political and funding problems with the

government and donors. If the new age social ventures can enable NGOs with Technical Advisory

(TA) and Program Management (PgM) skills, then NGOs can in turn provide scale, outreach and

deep knowhow of working with local communities and customers, creating the perfect synergy.

With India announcing the creation of Social Stock Exchange (SSE) to enlist social ventures and

mobilize funds, there is a promising outlook for NGOS, Social Businesses, Corporate CSR,

Philanthropic Foundations, Cooperative Societies, Research Institutes, Trusts, Charities,

Endowments and Voluntary Organizations to get listed, implement governance/accountability

mechanisms and monetize their offerings. In doing so, they will be able to attract funds from a

wider network of impact investors, ESG-driven funds, institutional investors, crowd-funding, etc.

As shown in the figure above, SSE will give rise to knowledge practitioners specialized in TA, PgM

and valuation of social enterprises and their portfolios based on actual outcomes (i.e., benefits

delivered). Therefore, SRoI-based ranking, auditing, portfolio management and reporting are set

to become standard part of the lexicon for SSE. We believe that India is well-positioned to drive

this home advantage as it represents a huge domestic market which in these depressed times of

international global economic scenario, serves as beacon of hope for other developing countries in

Asia and Africa to emulate.

For social ventures to be taken seriously, succeed in posting good valuations and growth on the

SSE, they have to be run with strong governance and systems just like how successful companies

listed on the capital and securities stock exchange run their businesses. Reputed private and public

sector companies like Tata, Wipro, Infosys, SBI, IOC, etc., have adopted a portfolio approach to

managing their social initiatives. So the framework for corporatizing social ventures with

accountability reporting is already there. Below figure shows social portfolios run by Tata Trusts.
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In these challenging times of post pandemic recovery, most corporates have had to tap into their

rainy-day funds to concurrently run three broad programs – a portion set aside for internal

disbursement for contract workers, wage earners and key supply chain partners who are facing

rough times; a portion of CSR which was reallocated for immediate response to the pandemic; and

a portion pledged to PMs funds for post-pandemic recovery, which can actually be used to seed

social ventures with blended financing in areas that are financially material to the business and

helps the company diversify whilst create jobs and serving critical social welfare programs.

Besides seeding and part-financing, corporates also offer guarantees and credit lines for the social

venture so that banks can commit capital and debt finance to the entity wherein impact investors,

ESG-driven funds, etc are able to invest based on the projected revenues and SRoI projections. As

shown in the figure below, the seeding strategy enables corporates break into price sensitive market

segments and diversify in adjacent markets that have sizeable customer base.

These kinds of social ventures, usually with the government, entail long-term PPP contracts on

social and environmental products and services to communities located on the fringes of mega-

cities, district headquarters, and crossover towns.
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They create local jobs, inclusive growth, gender diversity, and stimulate growth centres in the

value chain. By ‘Pivoting’* to adjacent areas that have a significant growth potential, such ventures

tick all the right boxes on sustainability by collaborating with government whilst enabling

communities achieve SDGs at scale to deliver positive results. These criteria are rated ‘high’ by

investors and such hybrid social businesses enjoy high valuations.
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In order to achieve efficiencies in delivering products and services in a low-cost and customized

manner to the underserved and distant markets that lack the supporting infrastructure, it is

important for social businesses to achieve scale and be able to function in multiple geographies and

cultures with shared resources, technologies and simplicity of appeal. Therefore, the key is for

corporates and governments to partner through market mechanisms such as SSE, PPPs, policies,

etc – the figure below buckets important SDGs in the areas of environment, social, innovation and

governance as they relate to the core aspect of corporate-government collaboration, which

sustainability investors value.

Social

SDG3 – Good Health & Wellbeing

SDG4 – Quality Education

SDG6 – Clean Water & Sanitation

Leadership & Governance

SDG7 – Affordable Clean Energy

SDG 10 – Reduce Inequalities

SDG11 – Sustainable Cities

Environment

SDG13 – Climate Action

SDG14 – Life on Land

SDG15 – Life under Water

Business/Innovation

SDG8 – Decent Work & Growth

SDG9 – Industrial Innovation & Infra

SGD12 – Responsible Consumption

Corporate & Government

SDG17 – Partnerships

For the above model to work, there is a need for refined skills in terms of TA and PgM that are

required at various stages of the project design and operation. These skills range from stakeholder

consultation, spatial planning, concept masterplans, preliminary designs, tendering, constructing,

O&M, scaling and embedding ESG, SRoI, portfolio management, etc. These skills are

multidisciplinary and need to be moulded to the situation, which is what we offer.

Monitoring & Aligning Scaling & Establishing

Ideating & Concepting Committing & Validation

Endowment Capital

Blended Finance

Enabling Ventures

PPP Models & Recovery

Program Management

Technical Advisory
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The figure below presents a consolidated model of the ecosystem for social businesses once the

SSE platform is implemented in India towards the end of this year. Since it will be regulated by

SEBI and aligned with core values of SDG with fully tradable shares of Social Business companies

in accordance with transparency, accountability, standardized performance reporting and disclosure

provisions, it is likely to attract international investors from a large spectrum given the wide

capture zone of various sectors that represent the USD 600 billion Indian social market in order to

be on par with SDGs.

Most of the building blocks of this ecosystem are already there in India and the scene is ripe for

take-off as soon as SSE becomes a reality and integrates different components of the value chain.

In fact, it offers India the best alternative path to recover its economy by focusing on this large

internal domestic market until international trade and supply chains recover from the pandemic.

In the figure below, we present the suite of technical advisory and program management services

that new age social venture firms like ours can offer to NGOs, Social Business, Corporates,

Philanthropies/Foundations and Impact Investors.

Central Govt 

Program & 

Agencies

State/Municipal 

Programs & 

Agencies
Inclusivity/Equality

Housing/Infra

Health/Insurance

Science/Innovation

SSE Platform

SEBI/SDG Aligned

Disaster Relief

Education/Skilling

Environment/Sanitation

Sports/Recreation

Social Sectors – USD 600 billion required over 10 years to reach SDGs 

Listed NGOs, Co-Ops, etc Blended 

Financing/Guarantees

Food/Agriculture

Community Welfare

Enterprise/Employment

Arts & Culture

NGOs, SHGs, Co-Ops, Incubators, 

Forums, Network & Media

SSE enables capital inflows and efficiency 

Market Cap & Stock Value drive systems

Philanthropy, HNIs, 

Donors, Trusts, 

Endowments, Foreign 

Charities, Crowdfunding, 

etc

SRIs, CSR, NBFCs, 

Impact Investors, 

Coop Banks, Green 

Bonds, ESG Funds, 

Insurance, etc
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• ESMS & Governance

• SROI based Ranking

• TA & PgM + SDG

• SEE Documentation
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• Auditing Programs/NGOs
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• CSR in SSE listed firms
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Most of the identified service areas requires multidisciplinary approach to assimilate key

stakeholder issues in environment, social and governance to embed fit-for-purpose technologies

within the framework of low-cost innovative business model that captures the quintessential ‘desi

jugaad’ approach to incremental solutioning and meeting the requirements. These can be

contributed by social venture firms and the freelance community of professionals such as

architects, engineers, scientists, economists, accountants, legal and tax specialists.
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Case Study on Nature’s Wilderness Trails Wellness Tourism Properties

The NWT Wellness genre of EBVS is a social entrepreneurship case study to connect urban and

rural economies and lifestyles. It is ironic that frustrated city folk look to get out of the urban

grind, especially in light of the current pandemic worried about their devalued investments.

Meanwhile the rural youth and labourers continue to flock the cities in search of livelihood and

better life. As farms and earnings in villages are too small with most facing mounting debts, many

of nature’s ecoservices in the villages of western ghats bordering forests, rivers, etc face threats

and loss of biodiversity.

Therefore, EBVS founders developed a social business model to strengthen the urban-rural linkage

and mobilize local economy, businesses and people. Our genre of Nature’s Wilderness Trails

(NWTs) in the western ghat nature reserves around Goa and Mangalore transform small idling

farm parcels and scrub lands into forest pockets with basic cottage properties within 2 to 3 years.

The aim is to enable the urbanite own a personal wellness property at 1/3rd the price of buying an

apartment in the city. The business model canvas for NWT Wellness Social Venture is presented in

the table below.

1 Social 

Problem

 Loss of Biodiversity & Idling Scrub lands in the eco-sensitive W. Ghats

 Unproductive land holdings (<5 acres), unviable for farmers

 Urban ‘Social need’ for ‘get away’ into personal wilderness space

2 Service 

Portfolio

 Brokerage of farms, etc per RERA at fair price in a transparent manner

 Master-planned wilderness with local biodiversity and small village home

 Development, O&M, local sourcing, contracting, and employment

3 Core Value 

Offerings

 Transparent land transaction developed at fair price in 2 years

 Turnkey wilderness development, <100 m2 basic house, infra/utilities, etc

 O&M and caretaking – preserving the biodiversity of the Western Ghats

4 Beneficiaries  Urban middle class in metros who buy & Marginal Farmers who sell land

 Rural employment/businesses & Local Forest nurseries for afforestation

5 Impact  Positive biodiversity impacts and afforestation of scrub lands/small farms

 Personal wellness < 1/3rd price & 20-fold land area of typical urban flat

6 Partners  Villagers and nearby crossover towns who partner with us

 Local Forest Offices and Panchayat-Owned lands

7 Channels  Urban IT/Professional crowd that can work online from any location

 Businessmen seeking an alternative retired or ‘sustainable-change’ lifestyle

8 Costs  Eco Blu Goa setup with 3 partners and setup of office, license, bank, etc

 Already own 5-acres of agricultural lands near Goa on the Ghat border

9 Revenue 

Stream

 Turnkey sale and development of Wilderness Property at <50 lakhs/acre

 Operation & Maintenance plus nursery plus forest produce



For an urban family residing in a typical 200 m2 apartment complex, the luxury of being able to

unwind at 1-acre or 4,000 m2 of natural landscape in the scenic ghats at an overnight distance, is

most appealing, especially when the ownership, survey, development and maintenance are assured.

In this model, EBVS collaborates with local farmers through Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) per

Joint Developers Agreements (JDAs) to develop the NWT – focussing on conserving biodiversity,

soil, watersheds and building local capacity and skills. We work closely with forest officers to

procure native species to create natural forest ecosystem in the rainfed regions of the Ghats.

Biodiversity and groundwater monitoring stations at the NWTs track the flora, fauna, insects and

avifauna species and assess the enhanced value of ecoservices in the created habitats. These could

be bundled for carbon sequestration, climate resilience, watershed conservation, and biodiversity

offset mechanisms. We see future-ready market instruments for valuating and banking the NWTs

at higher than the market value of the land price by sustainability and impact investors. Our

market study with discerning urban customers supports the demand for such niche properties.

Since our JDA with farm owners is based on equitable ownership with sustainable ecotourism

revenues, we are able to establish a long-term association with the potential for scaling to 100+

acres. Also, since the buyers own into NWTs over 2 years with staggered payments that are

milestone-based per the contract, there is also the comfort that neighbouring NWTs will be

developed with shared security, care, right-of-way, utilities and infrastructure services. Therefore,

unlike conventional farmhouses that are expensive affairs requiring high attention on development,

operations and marketing of farm produce, NWTs are low-cost sustainable hobby ventures for

enjoyment and default venue for family gatherings and mini-breaks.

EBVS has the multidisciplinary skills in ecological, commercial, legal, marketing, and overall

development to co-opt such sustainable ventures with local farmers and embed revenue generating

low-impact ecotourism activities in the jointly owned lands. Since educational, research, health &

wellbeing elements are all tied in with the NWT genre, these values align with well-healed techies

and self-employed professionals who can work online during their wellness breaks on their own 1-

acre properties without the hassles of hotel bookings, long flights and co-passengers.

We feel that NWT is a good case study of innovative environmental and social entrepreneurship

that delivers benefits at multiple levels and backed by well-established ownership, contractual and

commercial arrangements. EBVS has secured its initial funding for developing the first set of

NWTs and is in talks with farm owners and buyers. In the next phase, we plan to invite impact

investors to achieve scales and then register ourselves on the SSE. We hope that the NWTs

achieve environmental and social KPIs, conserve ecology of the ghats, and carve a niche in the

personal wellness segment.
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